[Information on early detection of colorectal cancer: development of an information module for the women's health portal of the Federal Center for Health Education (BZgA)].
Colorectal cancer is the second most prevalent cancer in Germany. The governmental program for early detection of colorectal cancer intends to increase the chances of recovery by identifying colorectal cancer in an early, more treatable stage. Citizens need quality-assured, balanced, and target-group-specific information to be able to make an informed decision. On the basis of the current state of research, of extensive studies, and of expert and user interviews, the Federal Center for Health Education (BZgA) developed an information module on"early detection of colorectal cancer" for the women's health portal of the BZgA. The information module contains information on colorectal cancer, on the governmental program for early detection, as well as on the program's benefits and risks. The information offered is intended to be up to date and is approved by experts. The BZgA approves the quality of this information using methods of process and outcome evaluation.